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Abstract: Medical imaging is a forceful idea of various medicinal 
ideas i.e. malignant growth and other related infections, present 
days; various kinds of therapeutic pictures are caught and saved 
in computerized position in medicinal research focuses. 
Confronting this kind of huge volume of picture information with 
various sorts of picture modalities, it is critical to execute effective 
content based image retrieval (CBIR) for restorative research 
focuses. Picture mark ordering is another actualized strategy for 
medicinal picture recovery. Traditionally various kinds of CBIR 
methodologies are proposed to give unsatisfied therapeutic picture 
recovery results. So that in this paper, propose a Convolution 
Index based Unsupervised Label (CIUL) way to deal with recover 
marks of pictures utilizing AI wording. We characterize AI as 
matrix convex optimization with cluster-based matrix 
representation which can be utilized to improve the productivity in 
picture recovery framework. 

  
keywords: Content based image retrieval, medical image, 
unsupervised learning, computed tomography and Convolution 
neural network. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Computed tomography (CT) is a powerful way to deal 
with analyzes infection, by which the specialist can 
instinctively inspect a patient's body structure and 
productively break down the likelihood of ailment. Anyway 
every patient frequently incorporates many therapeutic 
pictures, so it is an incredible test to process and break down 
the monstrous measure of medicinal picture information. 
Subsequently, clever medicinal services are a significant 
research bearing to help specialists in bridling restorative 
huge information [1] [2]. Particularly, it is hard to recognize 
the pictures containing knobs, which ought to be investigated 
for helping early lung malignancy finding, from an enormous 
number of aspiratory CT pictures. At present, the picture 
examination techniques for helping radiologists to recognize 
pneumonic knobs comprise of four stages: I) region of interest 
(ROI) definition, ii) division[3] , iii) hand-made 
component[4] and iv) classification. Specifically , radiologist 
needs to invest a great deal energy in checking each picture 
for precisely denoting the knob, which is basic for conclusion 
and is an exploration hotspot in clever medicinal services.  
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For instance, several types of approaches relate to machine 
leaning approaches were introduced to provide efficient 
medical image retrieval from medical image sources. Medical  
image annotation is a beneficial concept for real time 
applications, for example different medical research detection 
of approximate matched medical images relevant to input 
query medical image. Medical image annotation is a better 
concept to retrieve approximate medical image related to 
input query medical image. Traditional medical image 
annotation approaches were introduced but they are 
supervised machine learning approaches and time consuming 
to collect different types of label medical images from large 
medical image data sets.  

Lately, some growing research has tried to explore an 
appealing search-based annotation design for facial medical 
picture annotation by exploration the World Extensive Web 
(WWW), where a large number of weakly marked facial 
medical images are easily available. Instead of coaching 
explicit classification designs by the standard model-based 
medical image annotation methods, the index based design is 
designed to deal with the computerized face annotation 
process by taking advantage of content-based medical picture 
retrieval (CBIR) techniques. The main objective of SBIA 
approach is to arrange correct names labels to input medical 
image. In particular, given a novel medical image for 
annotation, we first recover a narrow your search of top K 
most identical medical pictures from a weakly marked 
medical image data source, and then annotate the medical 
picture by performing voting on appearance associated with 
the top K similar medical pictures. To access these features in 
medical image retrieval from different medical image sources, 
a Convolution Index based Unsupervised Label (CIUL) way 
to deal with recover marks of pictures utilizing AI wording. 
We characterize AI as matrix convex optimization with 
cluster based matrix representation which can be utilized to 
improve the productivity in picture recovery framework. Our 
experimental results give better boost performance with 
comparison to conventional approaches in real time medical 
image retrieval applications. 

II. CONVOLUTION NEURAL NETWORK 

An auto-encoder strategy for unsupervised learning. 
Auto-encoder concentrate yield information to recreate input 
information and think about it with unique information. After 
various occasions of emphases, the estimation of cost capacity 
achieves its optimality, which implies that the remade input 
information can inexact the first information to a most 
extreme degree.  
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The information I speaks to m-measurement vector 
I∈Rm. The yield information code is a n-measurement vector 
code ∈ Rn . Standard auto-encoder incorporates three 
principle steps:  

 
1) Encode: Convert input information I into code of the 
concealed layer by code=f(I)=σ(w · I + sb), where w ∈ 
Rm×nand b ∈ Rn. σ is an actuate work, the sigmod or 

hyperbolic digression capacity can be utilized.  
2) Decode: Based on the above code, recreate 
information esteem O′ by condition O′=f′(code)=ϕ( 
ˆw·code+ˆb), where wˆ∈Rn×m and ˆb∈Rm. The initiate 
functionϕ is equivalent to σ.  
3) Calculate square blunder Lrecon(I, O′)=∥I − O′∥2, 
which is the mistake cost work. Mistake minimization is 
accomplished by upgrading the cost capacity. 
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Figure 1: Unsupervised feature learning with encoding 

and decoding data based on visual features. 
Fig. 1(a) demonstrates the unsupervised component learning 
with autoencoder. Convolution autoencoder joins the 
neighborhood convolution association with the autoencoder, 
which is a straight forward task to include a remaking 
contribution for the convolution activity. The system of the 
convolutional transformation from highlight maps 
contribution to yield is called convolutional decoder. At that 
point, the yield esteems are reproduced through the 
backwards convolutional activity, which is called 
convolutional encoder. Also, through the standard 
autoencoder unsupervised ravenous preparing, the parameters 
of the encode and decipher task can be determined.  

The activity in the convolutional autoencoder lay is 
shown in Fig. 1(b), where f(.) speaks to the convolutional 
encode activity and f ′ (.) speaks to the convolutional decipher 

task. Information highlight maps x∈Rn×l×l , which are gotten 
from the information layer or the past layer. It contains n 
highlight maps, and the size of each element guide is l×l 
pixels. The convolutional auto encoder activity incorporates 
m convolutional parts, and the yield layer yield m highlight 
maps. At the point when the information highlight maps 
created from the info layer, n speaks to the quantity of info 
channels. At the point when the info highlight maps from the 
past layer, n speaks to the quantity of yield highlight maps 
from the past layer. The size of convolutional portion is d × d, 
where d < =l. 

III. UNSUPERVISED CONVOLUTION INDEX 
MODEL 

This section introduces proposed approach with index 
based on visual features in analysis of medical images. 

We describe m dX  ¡  is explored different medical 
features which consists different dimensions with pixels. 

1 2{ , ,......., }nm m m 
 defines image labels with 

annotated pixel representations, m is the label of image.  

be the labeled matrix which consists weak 
 

Labeled data which presents ith and jth rows and 
coloumns represents in sequential pixel Yi formation of 
medical image 

. In Convolution Index 
Based Unsupervised Label (CIUL), individual medical 
query image from image source to gather relavent images 
based on label index. 

 
Representation of CONVOLUTION INDEX BASED 
UNSUPERVISED LABEL (CIUL) procedure is 
represented in sequential matrix which consists class 
labels  . It represents content of label present in matrix 
y with different x and y parameters. For efficient image 
indexing between image to label, use convex 
optimization based on class label key aspects. These 
functions are used to optimize function to retrieve 
relevance based image retrieval from medical image 
sources: 
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Matrix weight measure i.e. which consists 
||.||normal and fabulous w weight matrix 
constructed by optimize functions. Representation 
of regulations of matrix described as follows: 
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  parameter in regulation matrix, non-zero 

elements regulation based on feature dimensions is 
as follows: 

2( , ) || ( ) ||p FE F Y F Y S   

S be the sigma matrix to describe different 
functions with different formations which consists 
regularization pixel formation on convex sparsely 
constraints described as shown in the following 
formulation: 
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> 0 and  > 1 are the regulation matrix parameters with 
representation of matrix in medical images which is the 
representation in convex constraint formation.  
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Convex matrix optimization approach formulates 
different operations and check similarity to solve feasible 
operations on medical image. 

 
Representation of convex optimization shown in 

algorithm 1 with different suitable parameters, we provide 
efficient label index for each image to accomplish functions 
build matrix formation. To describe CONVOLUTION 
INDEX BASED UNSUPERVISED LABEL (CIUL) 
procedure implementation, index label representation for 
different image with automatic image annotation to optimize 
the evaluation in terms of precision and recall and others in 
real time image processing applications 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Then search procedure for different keywords 
implements with feasible parameter representations. Figure 2. 
The medical image retrieval for different keywords like liver, 
kidney and heart and so on. Then select one query medical 
image for feature extraction and comparison of different 
visual features. It shows relevant re –ranked medical images 
for input query medical image as follows: 

 
Figure2: Visual feature based image retrieval to explore 

relevant images. 
Medical image retrieval specification for following input 
query medical image with different visual features based on 
semantic signature presentation. This section describes 
experimental evaluation of Convolution Index based 

Unsupervised Label (CIUL) approach with traditional 
approach i.e., hybrid image retrieval framework based on 
different scenarios. In this representation, compare different 
parameters like precision, recall, accuracy and time of 
Convolution Index Based Unsupervised Label (CIUL) with 
traditional approach to show performance of Convolution 
Index Based Unsupervised Label (CIUL) on medical image 
retrieval. Quantitative analysis to retrieve medical images 
from different medical image sources described as follows 

 
  

 
 

 
Accuracy calculation based on Image Retrieval  

In health care related real time applications, medical 
image source consists different medical images with different 
parameters like labels and features to retrieve weak label 
medical images from different medical image sources. 
Traditionally different approaches/methods performed on 
medical sources to retrieve efficient images, compare to them 
Convolution Index based Unsupervised Label (CIUL) 
approach results give better accuracy with weak label 
indexing of each image from different image sources. Figure 3 
describes the accuracy with comparison to traditional 
approaches. 

 

 
Figure 3: Accuracy of different medical images 

 In medical image retrieval applications, precision is the 
main parameter to retrieve efficient similarly matched image 
retrieval from medical sources for both Convolution Index 
Based Unsupervised Label (CIUL) and traditional 
approaches. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper , implements i.e Convolution Index Based 
Unsupervised Label  for efficient image retrieval from 
medical image sources based on label indexing using re-rank 
process developed using search based image annotation 
methodology. Pictures are arranged in convex optimization 
representation for image pixel representation with different 
image notations.   
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Experimental results show effective precision, recall and time 
efficiency results with processing of different keywords for 
medical image retrieval presentations. 
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